The atmospheric pressure plasma is much advantageous over low pressure plasmas in various aspects, e.g. vacuum-free operation, relative low cost, exibility of a continuous process. Among various plasmas generated in atmospheric pressure discharges there are cold plasma jets that represent a technology of great application promise (industry, medicine, biology). To generate low-temperature plasmas at atmospheric pressure the dielectric barrier discharge can be used. It is suitable for the atomization of volatile species and can also be served as a ionization source for ambient mass and ion mobility spectrometry. As the discharge is generated in a restricted electrode structure, a plasma jet (plume) is usually formed outside the electrode region (that provides spatial separation of the plasma generation and surface processing regions). The paper presents a source based on a plasma jet established at the end of a capillary dielectric barrier discharge at atmospheric pressure and its application to mass spectrometry. The structure of the jet generator consists of piezoelectric transformer and two concentric and symmetric electrodes, between which the working gas ows at denite rate. Besides the source description early results of spectroscopic analysis are also given.
Introduction
Low temperature atmospheric pressure plasmas (APPs) have attracted a great interest in the last decades due to their interesting characteristics and wide ranges of applicability. They are routinely used in material processing [1] and, more recently, in industrial [2, 3] and biomedical applications [4, 5] (e.g. decontamination, cancer cell treatment, tooth treatment, blood coagulation, wound healing, electrosurgery, tissue engineering, surface modication of biocompatible materials, sterilization of heat sensitive materials and instruments). One of the attractive features of the plasmas in question is the ability to achieve enhanced plasma chemistry without the need for elevated gas temperatures. This is because these plasmas exhibit electron energies much faster than the heavier ions and the neutral species and have the opportunity to heat up to thousands of degrees before their environment heats up. Because the ions and the neutrals remain relatively cold (cooling of ions and uncharged molecules is more eective than energy transfer from electrons), the gas remains at low temperature and the plasma does not cause any thermal damage to objects it comes in contact. APPs are generated by a diversity of electrical discharges such as corona discharge, dielectric barrier discharge (DBD), micro hollow cathode discharge and so on, all having their own properties and use [612] . Among many atmospheric pressure plasma sources, the plasma jet system is more ecient than others (high charged particle and reactive species density in the plasma, low * corresponding author; e-mail:
zbigniew.w.kowalski@pwr.wroc.pl voltages (V pp ) we adopted are below 12 kV and the minimum value is down to 8 kV for He and 11 kV for Ar.
Results
The nal version of atmospheric pressure plasma source based on DBD together with the generated plasma plume contacting a human nger are depicted in Fig. 3 .
The plasma jet formed by the device is stable and can be touched with a bare hand or passed over human skin without thermal damage. In general the specic heats of cells are larger than that of e.g. aluminum and tissues have larger heat capacitances than the aluminum thin lm [21] . The results of experiments obtained with the use of our jet were veried by reference plasma source (in AGH University of Science and Technology, Kraków). It was stated that sensitivity of both plasma sources was comparable and that the same substances were detected by mass spectrometer. Our APPJ has been demonstrated to be useful ionization instrument for mass spectrometry. Since some problems remain to be solved, next experiments are still under way in our group. The focus of work in the near future will be on experimental setup that has to be optimized and on detailed mass spectroscopic investigations.
